Researchers love to put their survey responses through elaborate steps of numerical processing, preferably via complex statistical models. It endows their work with an aura of technical sophistication that they believe impresses clients. Whether it improves the conclusions drawn is another question.

Actually, even the simplest numerical manipulations can introduce serious risks of misinterpreting results. Averaging data—a simple, nearly universal practice—makes good practical sense in analyzing quantitative data. But many of the projects I deal with use qualitative responses in terms of rating scales, either tracking trends or comparing competitors. To my dismay, many clients want to see the results reported in terms of “rating means.”

A mean is an index, a reductionist device to compress a set of data into a single number. Irrespective, some of the information is lost in the reduction process. Aside from the information loss inherent in any index, using the mean to reflect a set of scale ratings requires great faith in the universal validity of arithmetic—a faith that is misplaced in this instance.

Arithmetic works on real numbers. Abraham Lincoln supposedly once asked, “If you call a horse’s tail a leg, how many legs does a horse have?” He answered his own question, correctly: “Four. Calling the tail a leg doesn’t make it one.” Similarly, labeling the positions on a scale with numbers like “5, 4, 3, 2, 1” does not endow those positions with the properties of real numbers. Successive real numbers always differ by the same amount: one. All arithmetic processes are dependent on that fact, which does not apply to the value of scale ratings in most cases. Generally, the difference between the top rating and the one just below it is far more important than the difference between the bottom rating and the one just above it. Averaging the ratings treats them as equivalent differences.

Here are imaginary results, based on five-point rating scales for products A and B:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratings</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Mean" 3.55 3.55

Presenting the results in terms of means indicates no difference between A and B.
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Workers respond to brand message

- Acquisitions, mergers and spin-offs create identity crises that spur employer-branding efforts.
- Only about a fifth of respondents say they have metrics for measuring employer branding.

Just as customers and prospects will always have perceptions about a supplier whether it actively promotes a brand image or not, so, too, will employees have attitudes about their employers no matter how they’re ignored or fussed over. The trick is influencing those perceptions by word and deed.

What effects will the GE acquisition of Honeywell (née AlliedSignal), the anticipated quartering of AT&T, or many other changes to come on the corporate brand landscape have on employee perceptions of their job satisfaction, mission, place in their industries and commitments to their customers? What corrective actions will those companies take? We’ll see, and growing numbers of managers will be watching as recognition for the powerful internal benefit of branding spreads through corporate suites.

Bob Donath of Bob Donath & Co. Inc. in White Plains, N.Y., is a consultant and writer specializing in business marketing and communications. He can be reached at bdonath@planet.net or news@ora.org.

Innovative Brand Naming

If you seek brand names that express exciting and memorable messages and have USA and global trademark availability, then work with the branding specialists who created Linguistic Architecture—a proven high-performance methodology that links positioning, strategy, creativity, trademark evaluation and names research—as the context to achieve winning brand names such as:

- Nasan’s Pathfinder & Quest
- Abbott Labs/Ross’ Glucerna
- Pfizer’s Zoloft
- Lilly’s XOX & AXID AR
- Oldsmobile’s Intrigue
- Polaroid’s Captive
- RCA’s Performax
- Sandoz’s Dynacirc
- Honda’s Freedax ATV
- OMC’s UnibSource
- Travelers’ Primorta
- Toshiba’s Teableight
- Isuzu’s Oasis & Hombre
- Taylor Made’s Swing-Ring
- Toshiba’s Equinox & Magnie
- GMC’s Yukon
- Oral-B’s Cross-Action
- Best Software’s Imperator

Goldman & Young Group

- Analysis, Positioning & Name Strategy
- Name & Homonyms Development
- Trademark & Foreign Language Screening
- Name Research
- Identity Design

545 Madison Avenue  Tel: 212-697-7821
New York, NY 10022  Fax: 212-631-7823
Internet: www.goldannyoung.com
E-mail: bdonath@planet.net
That wrong conclusion is due both to the index's loss-of-information feature and the inappropriate arithmetical process used. The averaging process assumes not only that the differences between successive positions are constant, but also that a reduction in low ratings offsets a similar increase in high ratings. In arithmetic, a double negative is equivalent to a positive, in real life (including marketing), that is usually not true. The increase in positive ratings is more valuable than a similar decrease in negative ratings.

Aside from its reliance on inappropriate arithmetic, the mean has a practical, conceptual flaw: it is an aggregate measure. Marketing depends on the decisions of individual households or business consumers. It is convenient for analysts and strategies to think of markets in terms of totals or segments, but these are post facto summaries, not operating realities. A market segment may be identified as a high-potential group, but the segment itself never buys anything; buying is done by the individual units in it. For that reason, disaggregated information, such as the incidence of high ratings, is a more valid type of information than aggregates. —Thomas T. Semon

WORLD ● Roma to N.Y.

Italian team to join Yanks deal

Italian soccer league leader AS Roma may soon join the Manchester United-NY Yankees business and marketing link-up to possibly boost its revenue from merchandise.

Franco Sensi, the president of the high-spending Roman club, says that negotiations with English and U.S. sport officials are in progress. "One can hardly imagine the results of such a link-up in terms of merchandising," Sensi says.

"At present, our revenue (from merchandising) ranges between EB 18 and 20 billion lire ($8.5 million to $9.5 million). That's nothing if compared with sales of English clubs.

"We are going toexploit this sector more and more." Sensi did not give details about terms of the possible link-up with the English soccer club and the U.S. baseball team. —The Associated Press

Trust the experts with your next qualitative project

With GroupNet you get it all. In addition to the best facilities, FocusVision videconferencing and video streaming, you can book your next multi-city qualitative project with just one call.

GroupNet allows you to concentrate on the research; we take care of the details.

Now, that’s project management!

Call us at: 1-800-288-8226
Or visit our website at: www.group-net.com

The experts at GroupNet

Atlanta - Jackson Associates, Inc
Baltimore - Chesapeake Surveys, Inc
Bentix - Boston Field & Focus - Performance Plus
Boston - Framingham - Boston Field & Focus - Performance Plus
Charlotte - Lehrbein Market Research Associates, Inc
Cherry Hill - Group Dynamics in Focus, Inc
Chicago - National Data Research, Inc
Chicago Northfield - National Data Research, Inc
Cincinnati - QFI/In Focus Research, Inc
Dallas - Focus on Dallas, Inc
Denver - Accurate Market Research, Inc
Detroit - MORPACE International
FLA - Focus Marketing, Inc
Houston - Accurate Market Research, Inc
Indianapolis - Heron Associates, Inc
Las Vegas - NRCFocus
Los Angeles - Beverly Hills - Adapt Consumer Testing, Inc
Los Angeles - Enfocus - Adapt Consumer Testing, Inc
Minneapolis - Focus Market Research, Inc
New York - WAC of New York
Philadelphia - Group Dynamics in Focus, Inc
Phoenix - Focus Market Research, Inc
Portland - Consumer Opinion Services, Inc
Puerto Rico - Performance Plus
San Diego - Taylor Research
San Francisco - Nichols Research, Inc
San Francisco - Concern - Nichols Research, Inc
San Jose - Nichols Research, Inc
Seattle - Consumer Opinion Services, Inc
Tampa - The Heron Group of Tampa, Inc
Washington, D.C. - Shugall Research, Inc
United Kingdom - London - MORPACE International